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Top strength: ANALYTICAL
Arjun prefers to think a situation over before getting stuck
in. He uses reason and logic to get to the heart of a
problem.

He succeeds through

being able to learn quickly–
remaining objective–
taking time to think–

Thinks in a
structured, logical

way

Can place a lot of
emphasis on being

analytical

This strength is a key part of the way Arjun THINKS

THINKING measures how abstractly or concretely Arjun prefers to think when solving problems. Arjun is a fast learner, with a
particular skill when it comes to dealing with more complex reasoning problems. It's in his nature to think logically with a knack of
seeing rules and patterns in everything.

Top strength: ADAPTABLE
Arjun is excited by a good degree of uncertainty. He is able
to adapt to new ideas and situations, and doesn't like being
too definite in his thinking.

He succeeds through

his adaptability to change–
his willingness to try something new–
his flexible thinking–

Responds well to
new environments

Can take on too
many tasks at once

Top strength: OPEN TO EXPERIENCE
Arjun enjoys daydreaming and thinks originally. Open-
minded and comfortable with change, he adapts well to
new situations.

He succeeds through

his intuition–
his flexibility–
his sense of aesthetics–

Leaps
enthusiastically into

the unknown

Shys away from
repetitive tasks

These strengths are part of Arjun’s CREATIVITY result

Arjun's CREATIVITY result measures how original and innovative his thinking is, or how logical and analytical it is. He is open-
minded, enjoys novelty and change, and is often coming up with new and interesting ideas.

Top strength: SUPPORTIVE
Arjun is good at thinking about other people before
himself. He appreciates the support and ideas they can
offer.

He succeeds through

his selflessness and desire to help
others

–

his openness to other opinions–
his focus on the group–

Is naturally
supportive of

colleagues

Can be too
influenced by others'

needs

This strength helps explain the way Arjun works with other people – his CONNECTIONS

The CONNECTIONS result measures how Arjun manages relationships and how well he works independently. Arjun is comfortable
meeting new people and networking, and is able to read and influence others if required. But he is equally happy working on his
own, when he can show his own initiative.


